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ABSTRACT: Outlay- based  PPS  protocol are the foremost come within accomplish of worn in sensible wireless 
feeler arrangement (WFA) exploitations intended for statistics  assortment  significance in the midst of vigour hamper. 
nevertheless, individuals course-plotting  code of behaviour escort on the way to the  attentiveness  of  as a rule of the 
information interchange on a quantity of unambiguous  knot  which  make available the paramount  existing  direction 
accordingly extensively escalating their vigour utilization subsequently, nodule provided that the  paramount  transmit 
are  potentially the original ones on the way to  exhaust  their  battery  as well as impede effective. In this paper, we 
introduce a innovative approach on behalf of   force  resourceful and  even-handed  records assortment in WFAs, which 
be capable of  be  theoretical to in the least outlay-based routing clarification to  utilize  sub most select  set of 
connections  routing  substitute  base resting on  the parent position  conception along with conventional contention 
based access method   although still pleasing improvement of the established course-plotting  topologies  built  in 
outlay-based routing protocols, our move towards  adds a unsystematic  element  into the progression of  envelope 
forwarding to accomplish a recovered arrangement duration in WFAs. Our work on ERR is not only complimentary to 
other outlay based WFA routing protocols, but also to other power-efficient MAC layer implementations, to further 
extend the network lifetime of practical WFA deployments. PPS could be further improved by exploring new 
mechanisms for the member selection of the parent set (e.g., modified receiver based approaches based on members of 
the parent set), which we plan to undertake in our future work. We estimate the   performance   of  our  move towards  
adjacent to previous state-of-the-art  WFA  routing  code of behaviour through methodical investigation bed testing and 
imitation and make obvious that our move towards accomplish a considerable decline in the force  utilization  of  the  
routing  stratum in the busiest  knot  ranging from 11% to 69%, while maintaining over 99% trustworthiness. 
 
KEYWORDS: Data Collection, Load Balancing, Network Lifetime, Power Efficiency, Routing Protocol, Wireless 
Sensor Networks. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WFAs) have emerged as a promising alternative to traditional data-collection 
mechanisms (i.e., data loggers and sensing stations) enabling outlay-effective implementations in various sciences and 
engineering domains.WFA nodes, typically deployed outdoors in harsh environments, are resource constrained (i.e., 
memory, computing, bandwidth, and power), which poses great communication challenges for multi-hop WFA 
deployments. In some cases, power constrains in WFA nodes are able to be moderated by the utilization of power 
harvesting mechanisms [1-3], but in lots of earlier circumstances WFA deployments have to rely on batteries as their 
main power source [4-5] (e.g., due to space constrains, limited sun exposure). While many WFA routing approaches 
have been proposed in the literature, only a few have actually been implemented and tested in real scenarios.  

In this paper, a general scenario with conventional contention-based access method to the wireless channel is 
considered. We develop a new analytical model to calculate the power consumption at each sensor node per unit of 
time given a specific routing configuration. The power consumed by a sensor node corresponds to that used to transmit 
its own generated messages as well as to relay the pass-through traffic of other sensor nodes. Building on these results, 
we derive the optimal routing configuration that maximizes the network lifetime.For the numerical results, a variety of 
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net- work topologies are considered, including regular and arbitrary meshed topologies. As a main contribution of our 
paper, we show that by efficiently balancing the traffic inside the network, significant power savings up to 15% can be 
achieved compared to the basic routing protocols. 

We develop a new analytical model to calculate the power consumption at each sensor node per unit of time 
given a specific routing configuration. The power consumed by a sensor node corresponds to that used to transmit its 
own generated messages as well as to relay the pass-through traffic of other sensor nodes. Constructing on these 
consequence, we originate the best possible direction-finding configuration so as to make the most of the system 
lifetime. For the statistical product, a diversity of network topologies is considered, including regular and arbitrary 
meshed topologies.           
As a main contribution of our paper, we show that by efficiently balancing the traffic inside the network, significant 
power savings up to 15% can be achieved compared to the basic routing protocols. In this document, a common 
circumstance by means of predictable contention-based access system to the wireless channel is considered. We 
develop a new analytical model to calculate the power consumption at each sensor node per unit of time given a 
specific routing configuration. The power consumed by a sensor node corresponds to that used to transmit its own 
generated messages as well as to relay the pass-through traffic of other sensor nodes. Building on these results, we 
derive the optimal routing configuration that maximizes the network lifetime. For the numerical results, a variety of 
net- work topologies are considered, including regular and arbitrary meshed topologies.                 

Moreover, for WFA deployments where battery replacements are possible, it would reduce the field 
maintenance visits, including maintenance outlays, time, and effort in long-term battery-powered WFA deployments. 
Outlay-based WFA routing protocols have become the de facto standard for multi-hop data collection applications,  

However, one major drawback of outlay based WFA routing protocols is that they tend to concentrate most of 
the data traffic on specific nodes that provide the best available routes. As a result, the power consumption across the 
network is highly unbalanced and the busiest nodes end up depleting their batteries much faster than their neighbors, 
removing the best available routes first, and potentially partitioning the network.To address this problem, in this paper 
us present Power   proficient streeing (PPS), a new routing strategy for data collection and conventional contention 
based access method is also applied.  

WFAs, which exploits the WFA topology redundancy based on a controlled randomized approach without any 
additional routing overhead. PPS, based on the concept of parent set, allows to select suboptimal paths in routing, 
reducing the data traffic load on the busiest nodes, resulting in an overall outlay-effective solution that extends the 
network lifetime1.This improvement is achieved by leveraging on the establishment of a stable routing topology, but 
replacing the best forwarder with a random selection from the parent set, defined as the subset of neighbour nodes that 
provide feasible routing progress towards the sink(s). Consequently, all neighbor nodes in the parent set share the 
responsibility of packet forwarding, instead of a single parent node.  

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
The opportunistic component in ORW improves the power efficiency of duty-cycled implementations by 

reducing preamble times in low power transmissions. While our work also considers multiple nodes as potential 
forwarders, our parent set considers link quality more strictly for possible parents and excludes nodes at the same level 
as the sending node, avoiding potential routing loops that affect the overall protocol performance, as we will discuss in 
the following sections.In addition, unlike ORW’s forwarder set, we introduce an explicit construction of the parent set, 
enabling the examination of the topology redundancy for network diagnosis, while remaining a sender-based approach 
leveraging on outley based routing mechanisms. In this paper, CTP+PPS is evaluated versus ORW since in both 
protocols the contributions of the routing layer to the total power efficiency can be clearly differentiated from the 
contributions of the MAC layer. 

Cross layer implementations present additional challenges when they need to be implemented in multiple 
platforms For illustration, the procedure hoard requests to be  put into service and communication parameters need to 
be reconfigured accordingly for each new platform to replicate the desired cross-layer behaviors when using different 
hardware.An example would be when a WFA node from one platform requires longer time to acknowledge data 
packets, in which faster platforms would have to consume additional power for idle listening in order to avoid 
unnecessary packet retransmissions.  
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PPS differs from these cross-layer solutions in that it concentrates on the power efficiency and balance 
achieved by the routing layer, while the main factors contributing to lower power consumption in Dozer and LWB 
correspond to the MAC layer (i.e., time synchronization and scheduling). BFC, a combination of a routing protocol that 
removes routing packets with an adaptive LPL implementation. However, it is not clear how much contribution to the 
total power efficiency in BFC comes from the MAC layer and/or routing layer.In addition, we consider that key power 
efficiency factors from Dozer, LWB, and BFC are complementary to our work, since PPS can be implemented on top 
of MAC layers that support time synchronization, scheduling, or adaptive LPL. Similarly, PPS can be applied to 
outley-based approaches such as Dozer and BFC to further improve their network lifetimes.Another category of related 
works is multipath routing, considering that with PPS consecutive data packets may travel through different paths 
under a given WFA topology.However, the existing WFA multipath routing aims to achieve higher reliability and 
lower delay in data transmissions either by forwarding packets over multiple paths simultaneously, at the outley of 
increasing the network power consumption or by using alternative paths as a backup in the event that the initial path 
fails.  

 
III. POWER PROFICIENT AND UNBIASED STEERING 

 
The design of PPS follows two main objectives: improve the network lifetime, defined as the time for the first 

node in the network to deplete its batteries, and maintain high reliability in the context of data collection applications. 
To achieve these goals, PPS introduces the parent set concept for power efficient and balanced WFA routing, which 
exploits the redundancy offered by the WFA topology diversity and reduces the traffic processed by the busiest nodes 
that provide the best routes in the network. 

 
A. POWER EFFECTIVENESS 

The main components consuming power in WFA nodes are the transceiver and external sensors. In our work, 
we focus on the power consumed by the transceiver, assuming that sensors have a negligible effect (e.g., low outley 
temperature and humidity sensors), or that other techniques are in place to manage them. The main tasks of the 
transceiver affecting the network lifetime are transmissions, receptions, and idle listening.The power consumption 
tradeoffs between these tasks are defined by the MAC layer, where asynchronous approaches incur in idle listening and 
more expensive transmissions, while synchronous approaches avoid idle listening and have short transmissions at the 
expense of additional control traffic overhead.  

Nevertheless, even at moderate data rates the total traffic load in a WFA node, which is determined by the 
routing layer, can be significantly increased so that the task of transmissions becomes the most power consuming in the 
busiest nodes critical to the network lifetime. 

 
B. TECHNIQUE 

In general, outley-based WFA routing protocols disseminate outley information (e.g., the expected number of 
transmissions ETX and neighbor information carried by routing packets. PPS relies on the strength of these protocols 
for maintaining the routing topology, while exploiting the network redundancy for power efficiency and balance. To 
this end, we first propose how to measure the network redundancy, and then we show how to exploit it for power 
effectiveness 

For measuring the network redundancy, we introduce the concept of parent set, which defines a group of 
neighbors of a sending node that can provide feasible routing progress towards the sink(s). A parent set includes the 
primary parent node, which is the best available neighbor (i.e., the node that minimizes the routing outley of the current 
sending node), and additional neighbour  nodes that can still provide routing progress.The parent set of a node will 
change dynamically throughout the node lifetime. For example, as routing outleys of neighbor nodes increase over 
time, they may no longer be considered as members of the parent set. 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

  The proposed PPS can be effectively implemented into any outley-based routing protocol. To demonstrate, we 
have extended the de facto standard for multi-hop WFA data collection, to implement our proposed PPS routing 
strategy. We refer to this implementation of the resulting new routing protocol as CTP+PPS, where resource 
management logic and link quality estimation is provided by the original CTP and all routing logic is 
now controlled by PPS. CTP, as routing outley metric, has an architecture defined by three major components  
A. The connect Estimator computes and maintains the link outley of neighbor nodes. The link ETX is computed 

taking into account both inbound and outbound link qualities, which are then passed through an exponential 
smoothing filter. Inbound link quality is computed based on routing packets and outbound link quality is based on 
data packet transmissions and their acknowledgements. 

B. The steering contraption controls routing packet transmissions based on the Trickle algorithm [37]. It manages the 
routing table with node ETX values, and it is also in charge of selecting the parent node. 

C. The Forwarding instrument is in charge of forwarding data packets, either generated by the sending node or 
received from its neighbours. It controls data packet retransmissions and indicates the Link Estimator when to 
update the outbound link quality in the event of packet loss.  

It also performs loop detection, identifying packets    received from nodes with lower ETX as inconsistencies. 
When this occurs, new routing packets are requested from neighbour nodes, through the Routing Engine, to update the 
local information before attempting to forward data packets. Our implementation of CTP+PPS incorporates the Link 

Estimator and a modified Forwarding Engine from the original CTP. It also adds a new component named 
Parent Set Engine, which implements all routing decisions, replacing and extending the original CTP Routing Engine. 
The new Parent Set Engine, in addition to managing the routing table, is in charge of building and maintaining the 
parent set in each node, assigning the forwarding node for each data packet transmission, and defining the 
retransmission strategy.  
             The architecture of CTP+PPS with these three major components is shown in Fig .1 To create the parent set for 
each sending node, the Parent Set Engine follows a stateless approach dependent upon the routing table and the link 
outlay information provided by the Link Estimator, knowing that node routing outleys and link outlays already reflect 
historic information in their exponential smoothing filters. 
              Whenever node routes are computed, the primary parent node is first selected, and the parent set is then 
formed based on conditions .Therefore, as node and link routing outlays change over time, the parent set is recomputed 
without maintaining any historic information from nodes entering and leaving the set.  
               This method reduces the memory usage of the Parent Set Engine, although it may limit some elaborated 
mechanisms for selecting forwarding nodes (e.g., policy based mechanisms). Nevertheless, we found that using a 
stateless approach satisfies our needs well. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1.  Main components of CTP+PPS. 
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C. PACKAGE RETRANSMISSIONS 
The modified Forwarding Engine in CTP+PPS handles data transmissions for packets both locally generated 

and received from neighbor nodes, although the Parent Set Engine now determines the strategies for routing and 
retransmissions. That is, the modified Forwarding Engine is mainly providing resources and logic for packet 
forwarding, interacting with the MAC layer, but it remains agnostic regarding the destination of the data packets and 
how retransmissions are decided. 

Steering protocols like CTP handle packet retransmissions using a single parameter that controls the maximum 
number of attempts, which is usually set to a high value (e.g., 30 attempts). However, in practice, a packet rarely 
reaches high retransmission attempts in a single hop because after each failed attempt the link outley is penalized and 
this will eventually trigger a parent node change. 
 
D.  LOOP DETECTION 

 By definition, the parent set in PPS does not allow routing loops to be introduced; nonetheless, delays in the 
dissemination of node routing outleys not only affect the retransmission strategy, as discussed above, but also affect the 
loop detection mechanism of the Forwarding Engine. Fig .2 When the node routing outley of potential forwarders (i.e., 
members of the parent set) increases, this information takes some time to reach neighbor nodes, including the sending 
node. 
 

 
Fig.2.  An example of a routing outley inconsistency in PPS without relaxing the loop-detection condition. 

 
E. PARENT SET SIZE FOR NETWORK DIAGNOSIS 

The size of the parent set in PPS provides a new indicator for network topology diagnosis. By including the 
size of the parent set as network instrumentation in data packets, end-users will have a better understanding of the 
network routing redundancy. The size of the parent set ranges from one, containing only the primary parent node, up to 
a maximum threshold (potentially the size of the routing table).  

Therefore, a larger parent set reflects a node with higher routing redundancy, indicating that the node can 
distribute its traffic among multiple neighbors and also if a link failure occurs, the node still has other potential 
forwarders as suitable choices before attempting to re-route or being 
disconnected from the network. 
 
F.  EVALUATION 

To validate our CTP+PPS routing protocol, we performed a series of WFA experiments and simulations 
developed in TinyOS 2.1.2, and compared the results of CTP+PPS with those obtained by CTP and ORW, which are 
two state-of-the-art approaches using traditional outley-based and opportunistic routing strategies, respectively. 

 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
In this paper we present Power Efficient Routing (PPS), a new routing approach for power-constrained data 

collection applications in multi-hop WFAs. Our approach introduces the concept of parent set for power efficiency and 
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balance in WFA routing, exploiting the redundancy offered by the network topology and leveraging on suboptimal and 
randomized routing alternatives in a controlled way. These route alternatives reduce the data traffic load on critical 
nodes, while maintaining high reliability in the network. In addition, our proposed PPS also provides a new diagnosis 
mechanism for the network topology redundancy. PPS can be implemented into any outley-based routing protocol, 
while remaining independent of the MAC layer.We demonstrate its implementation into CTP, which forms the new 
routing protocol  CTP+PPS. Our evaluation shows that CTP+PPS overcomes the power efficiency  issues of traditional 
outley-based routing protocols and the reliability issues of state-of-the-art opportunistic routing protocols. In this way, 
CTP+PPS define a middle ground between sender-based and opportunistic routing, which combines high reliability and 
power efficiency. 
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